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Abstract This paper deals with the multi-index assessment method for evaluating coverage effec-

tiveness of remote sensing satellite. Because a series of satellite activities such as imaging, moving

target observation, and environment investigation need to know the coverage characteristics, the

coverage capability of the remote sensing satellite is the most important index. Thus, it is very

important to establish the method of effectiveness evaluation of coverage characteristics. This paper

focuses on the assessment of coverage effectiveness of remote sensing satellite, and proposes and

designs a multi-index evaluation method based on index weight using entropy weight method

and analytic hierarchy process. With a simulation case, the effectiveness evaluation results of single

satellite coverage and multi-satellite coverage performance are given for the proposed assessment.

The experimental results show that the established coverage characteristic model and the proposed

assessment method are effective and right.
� 2018 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

19

20 1. Introduction

21 Space technology is developing rapidly, and it has become the
22 technological frontier of the twenty-first century. As the main
23 platform of space sensors, the remote sensing satellite has wide
24 applications in the land and sea observation, weather forecast,

25disaster prediction, national defense and other fields. The cov-
26erage performance of the remote sensing satellite has been one
27of the hotspots. Coverage characteristics refer to the observed
28performance of airborne sensors in a designated area. The grid
29method is usually used to analyze the coverage of the satellite.1

30Because the grid method has high precision, and can be
31applied to any satellite orbit and any shape of load field of
32view, it has become one of the important methods to solve
33the coverage problem.2,3 In order to study the coverage analy-
34sis and effectiveness evaluation, and improve the utilization of
35satellite resources, the establishment of a coverage perfor-
36mance simulation system is of the great significance.
37Here, we refer to the system as the evaluation system of the
38performance of an object, a scheme, or a simulation system for
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39 short. According to the main factors of the system and the sta-
40 tistical information, the effectiveness evaluation is to deter-
41 mine the system target and establish measure algorithm
42 which reflects the system ability. Effectiveness evaluation can
43 be divided into the following steps: to build the index system,
44 to calculate the value of efficiency index, and to obtain the
45 value of comprehensive evaluation results.
46 The research of the effectiveness evaluation can be roughly
47 divided into four categories:

48 (1) The analytical method uses the analytical formula to cal-
49 culate and analyze the system.4,5 The advantage is clear
50 and easy, but it is difficult to cover more factors, and is
51 suitable for the macro model.
52 (2) The statistical method uses a large amount of statistical
53 data for evaluation.6 The advantage is that it can show
54 the indexes affecting of the performance clearly, but
55 the premise is that the established model can clearly
56 reflect the random characteristics of statistical data.
57 (3) The computer simulation method calculates the perfor-
58 mance evaluation results according to the results of
59 computer simulation experiment.7 In the establishment
60 of the simulation model of remote sensing satellite sys-
61 tem, the de-noising of the image segment must be con-
62 ducted.8 For remote sensing satellite system composed
63 of multiple satellites, the mismatch issue is also to be
64 solved. Wan and Zhang put forward a novel mismatch-
65 ing detection method called P2L method.9 The advan-
66 tage of the computer simulation method is that the
67 details of the whole system can be represented, and its
68 disadvantage is that it is very complicated to establish
69 the system simulation model.
70 (4) Multi-index comprehensive evaluation method includes
71 entropy weight method, Analytic Hierarchy Process
72 (AHP) method,10,11 clustering analysis method,11 Fuzzy
73 Comprehensive Evaluation (FCE) method,10,11 multi-
74 objective genetic algorithm for multi-sensor satellite
75 imagery12 and so on.13–17 For complex systems, if the
76 interactions among the various indicators have no speci-
77 fic function, this type of multi-index comprehensive eval-
78 uation method is more reasonable. The advantage of
79 this method is that it is applicable to a wide range of
80 application and is very simple. But the indexes are influ-

81enced by subjective factors. The entropy weight method
82and multi-expert comprehensive weighted method can
83be used to eliminate the subjective effects.
84

85Both multi-objective evaluation method and computer sim-
86ulation based evaluation method involve a lot of numerical
87calculation of performance indicators. To accelerate the com-
88putation speed and improve the real-time performance of cov-
89erage capability, heterogeneous computing model which is
90composed of Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) and Central
91Processing Unit (CPU) based on Compute Unified Device
92Architecture (CUDA) can be used to accelerate numerical
93computation. In this computation model, GPU is responsible
94for large-scale floating-point computing, while CPU is respon-
95sible for the logic processing of the program, and a magnitude
96of acceleration ratio can generally be obtained. Poli et al. dis-
97cussed the framework of computation model of GPU+
98CPU.18 Senthilnath et al. studied GPU-based normalized cuts
99for road extraction using satellite imagery.19

100Remote sensing satellite coverage is a complex multi-index
101system. According to the characteristic index system of remote
102sensing satellite constellation, we empathically use entropy
103weight method and AHP method to construct the index weight
104in this paper. The single satellite coverage evaluation and
105multi-satellite coverage evaluation results are given using lin-
106ear weighted method and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation.
107The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 is a
108problem formulation. In Section 3, the grid method is used to
109carry out the remote sensing modeling, index design and the
110computation of time visible set. Section 4 studies weight design
111method of assessment system for coverage of satellite system.
112Section 5 introduces the utilization of the proposed coverage
113evaluation method based on GPU and CPU computing model.
114Finally, the main conclusions of the paper are drawn.

1152. Problem formulation

116The study of the satellite coverage usually focuses on the anal-
117ysis of the characteristics of the region or the target, or the
118optimization method of coverage problem.20–22 The coverage
119scene of the satellite is shown in Fig. 1. Currently, the research
120on the effectiveness evaluation of the whole coverage scene is
121less. To evaluate the coverage capability of remote sensing

Fig. 1 Coverage scene of satellite.
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